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Abstra t

The \ba kground" observed with the EPIC pn instrument aboard XMM-Newton is omprised of several osmi
ba kground and non- osmi \foreground" omponents.
Studies of the osmi X-ray ba kground require detailed knowledge about the spatial, spe tral, and temporal
behaviour of the various onstituents. The intrinsi instrument ba kground shows several X-ray uores en e lines,
most prominent at 1:5, 7:5, 8:0, 8:6, and 17:4 keV due to
K line emission of Al, Ni, Cu, Zn, and Mo, respe tively.
Additionally, a few more weaker lines an be seen.
The lines of ni kel, opper, and molybdenum show
strong spatial inhomogeneities orrelated with stru tures
of the ele troni s board mounted below the sensitive CCD
area. There are no important astrophysi al lines for z = 0
in the orresponding energy range. The other relatively
strong line, Al-K at 1:5 keV, is spatially homogeneous
and aused by aluminum that is more distant in the amera itself. The internal ba kground rate is approximately
0.1 ts s 1 keV 1 in the 2 7 keV band for the whole eldof-view. The internal ba kground is not vignetted and
should be subtra ted before any vignetting orre tion is
applied to the data.
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1. Introdu tion

The ESA ornerstone observatory XMM-Newton (Jansen
et al. 2001) with its large olle ting area teles opes is not
only used to observe bright point-like sour es but also
low-surfa e-brightness obje ts. Analysis of extended X-ray
emission (like supernova remnants, lusters of galaxies, or
the interstellar medium itself) that ll signi ant portions
of the eld-of-view requires a detailed knowledge of nonosmi ontributions to the dete ted events as the \ba kground" may not be obtainable from the same exposure.
The EPIC pn-CCD amera (Pfe ermann et al. 1999,
Struder et al. 2001) is lo ated behind one of the three
X-ray teles opes. Dete ted events originate from photons
(but o asionally also from soft protons) that have passed
through the highly-nested mirror module and thus su er
from vignetting. Additionally there is a ontribution by

Figure 1. EPIC pn spe tra (0:2 18 keV) of the full dete tor area
using the observation 0059 0122320701 PNS003 (see Tab. 1) in
single-pixel events (top) and double-pixel events (bottom), lter
wheel in losed position. The most prominent features are the
Al-K , Ni-K , and Cu-K lines whi h will be dis ussed later
in the paper. Note also the Mo-K line at 17:4 keV whi h is
only visible in the doubles due to the onboard MIP reje tion
threshold whi h suppresses individual events above 15 keV. The
di erent spe tral slope is due to the energy dependen e of the
single/double ratio.

high energeti parti les as well as by events reated in the
amera itself and by noise in the CCDs. As these X-rays
(or any parental parti les) have not passed through the Xray teles opes they do not appear to be vignetted. Before
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Table 1. EPIC pn \Closed" lter observations used in this analysis: Full Frame (FF) & Extended Full Frame (eFF) modes
Rev ObsId
ExpId
Mode
Time
Date
0046 0120900201 PNU019
FF
9.4 ks 09-03-2000
0059 0122320701 PNS003
FF
49.5 ks 05-04-2000
0266 0136750301 PNU002
FF
28.0 ks 22-05-2001
0355 0106660401 PNS003 eFF 30.0 ks 16-11-2001

any orre tions for vignetting is applied to the data these
non-vignetted ontributions should be subtra ted in order
not to arti ially in rease their intensities at larger o -axis
angles. High-a ura y spatial studies should arefully take
into a ount inhomogeneities in the intrinsi ba kground.
This is obvious for extended sour es but also important
for sele ting ba kground regions for point-sour e analysis
(for appli ations see Freyberg & Breits hwerdt (2002)).
Here we present an analysis of \Closed" and \CalClosed" lter position data taken with the EPIC pn amera in orbit.

Figure 2. Image of the EPIC pn ele troni s board mounted below the CCD wafer, taken from the XMM-Newton EPIC pn
gallery at the Max-Plan k-Institut fur extraterrestris he Physik
(http://wave.xray.mpe.mpg.de/xmm/epi /gallery)

2. Data redu tion

3. Spatial distribution

The \Closed" lter position (see Appendix A) has been
used only a few times { ex ept for several very short exposures { to determine the intrinsi ba kground of the
amera. These four data sets are summarized in Tab. 1.
The internal alibration sour e emits strong lines (AlK , Mn-K , and Mn-K ) at 1:5, 5:9, and 6:5 keV, respe tively, a ompanied by quite strong ontinuum ba kground and minor ontributions of other elements. These
spe tral features are not representative for the intrinsi
ba kground. Therefore data ontaining the internal alibration sour e ( lter position \CalClosed") an be only
used above  7:0 keV for studies of the internal ba kground. As is demonstrated by Freyberg et al. (2002) the
\Closed" and the \CalClosed" spe tra agree very well in
this high energy band.
All data were pro essed using the latest available SAS
version and alibration les. The event les were s reened
for bad pixels and olumns. Spe tra were a umulated using separately single-pixel and double-pixel events only.
For image reation PATTERN=0 was used ex ept in the
ase of molybdenum (1  PATTERN  4).
The EPIC pn internal ba kground shows besides ontinuum emission several hara teristi uores en e lines
mainly ex ited by high-energy parti les. Figure 1 shows
the spe tra of the observation 0059 0122320701 PNS003
(see Tab. 1) for singles events (upper panel) and double
events (lower panel). The in rease at lower energies in the
spe trum for doubles originates in the higher noise lose
to the read-out node (CAMEX). The Mo-K line above
17 keV is only visible in the double spe trum (lower panel)
be ause the onboard MIP reje tion suppresses individual
events with energies above 15 keV ( ompare upper panel).

Figure 2 gives an overview of the ele troni s board mounted below the EPIC pn CCDs. The board is made up of four
parts (one for ea h quadrant, in two symmetry avours,
in the image the board is not fully equipped) onsisting
of two layers of opper with a layer of molybdenum in between, with a venting hole in the enter of the eld-of-view.
The ni kel is ontained in thin layers below the ele troni
omponents. Using narrow-band images (adjusted to the
FWHM, f. Fig. 1 in Haberl et al. 2002) one an investigate
the spatial distribution of the uores en e lines ex ited by
high-energeti parti les.
Figure 3 summarizes the spatial distribution of the
strongest X-ray uores en e lines seen in Fig. 1 together
with the layout of the board (upper left) s aled to the
size of the X-ray images. All \CalClosed" and \Closed"
data in FF and eFF modes (Tab. 1) between revolutions
46 and 355 have been in orporated for the images in Fig. 3
(without several engineering observations in non-nominal
setup) while only \Closed" data were usable for Fig. 4.
In the light of the Cu-K line (sampled in 7:8 8:2 keV)
the venting hole in the middle and four holes at the right
and left are visible whi h orrespond to holes in the board.
Between the quadrants a slightly larger gap is seen. At the
top and bottom one an re ognize lo ally a small de rease
in intensity whi h ts ni ely the enhan ements in Ni-K
(lower left, integrated over 7:3 7:6 keV). This an be interpreted as absorption of the opper line by ni kel whi h
shines brighter at the position of the CAMEX (larger features) and TIMEX hips (smaller features) { they are
easily found in the layout at the top and bottom. The
entral Ni hole is larger than for Cu due to absen e of
ele troni omponents there. Comparison of the layout

Figure 3. Upper left: layout of the ele troni s board (see Fig. 2). Lower left: Ni kel (7:3 7:6 keV). Upper right: Copper (7:8
8:2 keV). Lower right: Molybdenum (17:1 17:7 keV). The absolute normalization of the images an be inferred from the spe tra
(singles, doubles) in Fig. 1). For details see text.

omponents shows the signi an e of the ne stru ture in its emission an leave at the edges of the quadrants, the
the Ni distribution. Finally, the image in the Mo-K line venting hole, and the feed-through holes at the sides. Due
(17:1 17:7 keV) shows general enhan ements where the to variations in the in lination angle of the emission the
molybdenum ore is not obs ured by the board itself but entral region is generally brighter than the other parts.

Figure 4. Left: smoothed image in the Al K line (1:44 1:54 keV), the u tuations are due to low statisti s and are insigni ant.
Right: smoothed image in the Ti+V+Cr K lines. For details see text.

In Fig. 4 the Al-K line image does not show signi ant
spatial variations, the energy range 4:4 5:7 keV exhibits
an in rease in the enter of the eld-of-view, probably due
to a supporting s rew to damp vibrations { however at
a very low level ( ompare Fig. 1). There is no signi ant
uores en e at Cu-L (0:93 keV) and Mo-L (2:3 keV) where
the latter energy is lose to the Au-M edge and thus of
prin ipal interest for mirror and e e tive area alibrations.
Finally { somewhat amusingly: the images (e.g. Fig. 3)
illustrate the ability of the EPIC pn amera to look not
only into the deep sky but also at itself.
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Appendix A: EPIC pn filter wheel positions

The lter wheel in front of the EPIC pn dete tor (and
similar the MOS dete tors) houses six di erent lters at
\stop positions" separated by an angle of  60Æ : Open,
Closed, Thin1, Thin2, Medium, Thi k. These xed positions are rea hed by ommand FWGOTO n with n = 0::5,
respe tively (see EPCS FM User Manual EPIC-MPE-HBED/028). Values of the lter wheel position sensor potentiometer (FWSPOT, housekeeping parameter F1122)
for these positions are of the order of n  60Æ 5Æ: 5 (e.g.
Thin1  114Æ: 5). The FWSPOT digitization step size is
 0Æ: 838. The orresponding alibration (\no-stop") positions (CalOpen, CalClosed, CalThin1, CalThin2, CalMedium, CalThi k) are obtained by turning the lter wheel
ba k by  4Æ (via ommand FWCAL, e.g. CalThin1  110Æ: 5);
the radioa tive 55 Fe internal alibration sour e with an
aluminum target then illuminates the sensitive CCD area
through a hole. The resulting Al-K and Mn-K lines are
used for in-orbit spe tral alibration; for details see Briel
et al. (2002), Dennerl et al. (2002), and Freyberg et al.
(2002).

